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Summary  

Kagan structures are revolutionary teaching strategies. Why? Because they create an unparalleled level of 
student engagement. Kagan structures create a cooperative and caring class tone by putting students on the 
same side as they interact in pairs, small teams and with classmates. Structures ensure every student is 
individually accountable so no one can hide and take a free ride. Structures create equal participation, which 
means all students are engaged a much greater percentage of the time. In this must-have Kagan reference 
guide, you get step-by-step Kagan structures you’ll use time and time again. More structures means more 
tools in your teaching toolbox to create more student engagement, more student learning and more success. 
In this book you’ll find: 

• 60 step-by-step Kagan structures 
• revolutionary teaching strategies to boost engagement 
• activity ideas across the curriculum 
• ready-to-use activities and resources. 

Other resources  

• Kagan cooperative learning (KAN3110) 

• 59 Kagan structures: Proven engagement strategies (KAN2519) 

• 68 Kagan structures: More proven engagement strategies (KAN2533) 

• Classbuilding: Cooperative learning structures (KAN2625) 

• Teambuilding: Cooperative learning structures (KAN3462) 

• Brain-friendly teaching: Tools, tips, & structures (KAN2601) 
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